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GENERAL SOURCES


U.S. RELATIONS
Concise history and photos.


China


EARLY PERIOD, 1948-58


___.

"The Strategic Importance of Formosa." 
UB250.R484.

As a secure base for Nationalist' retreat.

**OFFSHORE ISLANDS CRISIS, 1958**

Allen, R. S. "AF Matador Missiles on Formosa." 

Depicts ordinary people's lives during the month of "odd-day" shellings.

Dupuy, R. Ernest. "Quemoy Artillery Can't Handle Red Batteries." 

___.

"Quemoy and Matsu: What's Real Value of These Much Discussed Islands?"

___.

"Will Red China's Ambitions Set Off WWIII?" 


**OTHER SPECIAL ASPECTS**

Chiang, Wei-kuo. 
*The Strategic Significance of Taiwan.* Taiwan: Armed Forces U, 1977. 86 p. 
DS799.62.C44.

Munson, Lyle H. 
Pictorial on Quemoy.